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ABSTRACT
We present the detailed analysis of the spontaneous emission coupling factor (3 factor) of the microcavity based on
a 2D photonic crystal in an optically thin dielectric slab. We investigate the maximum 3 value that can be achieved
with this microcavity and discuss its dependence on the quantum well position, as well as on the pumping area
diameter. The analysis is performed using the general method for the j3 factor calculation that we developed. The
method is based on the classical model for atomic transitions in a semiconductor active medium. Finite difference
time domain (FDTD) method is used to solve the electromagnetic fields of the system and calculate the total radiated
energy, as well as the energy radiated into the mode of interest.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years much scientific attention has been focused on the use of photonic crystals' for building optical
microcavities for spontaneous emission control2 and thresholdless lasing.3 One of the parameters which determines
the quality of the microcavity is the spontaneous emission coupling factor (/3 factor). 3 factor is defined as the ratio
of the spontaneous emission rate into the mode of interest and the spontaneous emission rate into all modes.4 There
are many analyses of this parameter in the literature, but they consider only simple laser geometries and often use
many approximations.59 Our goal was to define a method for the calculation of this important parameter that
would be flexible enough to incorporate highly complex geometries, including those of photonic crystals. We also
wanted to investigate the possibility of using photonic crystals to build microcavities for low threshold lasers.
In section 2 we briefly describe our method for calculation of the spontaneous emission coupling factor. For the
detailed description of the proposed method, the reader is referred to our previous work.'0 In sections 3 and 4 we
present the results of the /3 factor calculation for the optical microcavity incorporating a two—dimensional photonic
bandgap structure (2D PBG). We investigate the maximum 3 value that can be obtained using this microcavity and
analyze its dependence on the position of quantum well and the size of pumping area.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
Our starting point is the classical model for the 3 factor calculation.57 Atomic transitions are modeled as classical
oscillating electric dipoles with resonant frequencies equal to the atomic transition frequency w. Different dephasing
mechanisms are taken into account through the dipole lifetime Td ,which corresponds to the homogeneous broadening
of the spontaneous emission spectrum.
We solve the problem in a large box, which we call the computational domain and denote as VCD. The first step in
our calculation involves isolating the mode of interest in the optical cavity. Starting with an initial field distribution
t = 0) and H(j?, t = 0) we use the FDTD analysis to time evolve the electric and magnetic field in VCD. Mur's
absorbing boundary condition" (ABC) are applied to the boundaries of the computational domain which allows
the radiation to escape outside, without reflecting back into VCD. During the time evolution, we store the field at
a point of low symmetry in the microcavity. After applying a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the resulting time
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series, we observe the resonant peaks in the spectrum corresponding to the modes of the structure. Then we filter the
electromagnetic field for the mode of interest (what we term as the fundamental mode, whose electric field is denoted
by E0()). The filtering is done by convolving the electromagnetic field in time with a bandpass filter centered at
the resonant frequency of the fundamental mode and with an appropriate 13 The filtered mode is then
normalized in the following way:
I ff€1Eot2d3= 1 (1)
VCD
At the same time, we calculate the quality factor Qo of the mode. Once we have solved for the mode of interest, we
then proceed to calculate the electric and magnetic fields of the system excited by oscillating dipoles.
Let us assume we have N dipoles, all at the same time in the microcavity, that are randomly positioned and
randomly polarized in the active region (2) and P' are the position and the polarization of the i-th dipole,
respectively) . We consider dipoles which have a single oscillation frequency w and lifetime 'r , but random phases
which are uniformly distributed in the range [0, 2ir) (çb is the initial phase of the i-th dipole). The Maxwell curl
equations now have the following form:
xft=f()+ (2)
VXE-/O---- (3)
where 13(i, t) is given by the following expression:
P(t) = i)) (4)
We discretize the equations (2)-(4) with the initial conditions t = O) = 0 and t = 0) = 0. Mur's ABCs
are again applied to the boundaries of the computational domain VCD.
Let us choose a volume V (with outer surface 5) to be a subset of VCD containing all the dipoles and enclosing the
microcavity. If we evolve the fields for a long enough time t' (t' >> rd) , such that the energy of the electromagnetic
field which remains within V at t = t' is negligible, we can approximate the total energy radiated into all modes,
Wyoo, as:
WE
/
Prad(T)dT, (5)
where Prad(T) represents the power radiated out of the cavity at instant of time r and is calculated as:
Prad(T) = ff(Or) x ft*(, r))d (6)
The transverse electric field (which is the radiation field) can be expressed as the superposition of the complete set
of transverse orthonormal modes of the closed, lossless cavity {m(?D}:14_16
ET(T,t) = E(g(t) (7)
The orthonormality condition (with a position dependent dielectric constant €(#)) is defined as:15
fff€(r)Em(r) .E*(d3 6mn, (8)
VCD
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4where 6mn the Kronecker's delta. The transversality condition is given by:'5
. (f(Em() = 0 (9)
Each of these modes satisfies the following wave equation:
V x [ x EmV)] = (10)
where Wm 5 the frequency of a mode. Starting from the orthonormality and transversality conditions, we can easily
solve for gm(t) (we assume that gm(0) 0 for all m):
(11)
gm(t) Bm (e3te_ _ eiwmte_) (12)
G(m)
Bm 1 • 2 (13)w2 _,2+ __m__ (__mm p TdQm J PTd Qm
G(m) [_+ , phi) . , (14)
where Qm denotes the quality factor of the m-th mode.
Let us label the fundamental mode by index 0. Then the energy radiated into the fundamental mode at time
t -4 00 can be calculated as:
woo0 = f2kodtJffE(DEo(t) . (t)d3i?, (15)
where
Eo(,t) = Eo(go(t) (16)
and the field decay rate i of the fundamental mode is defined as:
= (17)
Then the total energy radiated into the fundamental mode is:
---r Q Td 2Qo
Wo=koIBoI2[+_ 2+(1+)2] (18)
The 3 factor of the fundamental mode is equal to the ratio of the total energy radiated into that mode (given by
expression (18)) and the total energy radiated into all modes (given by expression (5)).5_7
The inhomogenous broadening is taken into account by using an approximate transition spectrum which has a
Lorentzian shape, with the central frequency w8 and FWHM equal to &:
F1w — 2ir (19)P1 — (w — w8)2 + (.L)2
fF(w) dw = 1 (20)
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F(w) represents the density of dipoles (electronic states) at the trequency w. we average rue resuir over iiriereuu
dipole resonant frequencies:
F(Wp)WOo(Wp)
(21)
The value of the 3 factor when only homogeneous broadening is taken into account and dipoles have the frequency
is denoted by i°H and given by:
— _______
3. 3 FACTOR OF THE MICROCAVITY BASED ON 2D PBG IN AN OPTICALLY
THIN DIELECTRIC SLAB
(22)
Optical microcavities can be constructed by introducing defects into photonic crystals) These microcavities support
high-Q. localized modes (defect modes), which have their resonant frequencies within the bandgap of the pliotonic
crystal.
The microcavity that we analyze is an optically thin dielectric slab patterned with a 2D array of holes. A defect is
made by omitting a central hole in the 2D array of air holes. A 2D PBG is used to laterally confine the defect, mode
and to suppress the lateral radiation. Total internal reflection at the air-membrane boundary is used for vertical
confinement of the mode. The important parameters of the structure are the distance between centers of adjacent
air holes a, the radius of an air hole r. the number of periods of holes around the defect the thickness of the
membrane d, and the refractive index of the membrane sjab The parameters of the analyzed structure are: = 0.3,
= 0.4, sIab = 3.4 and n7. = 3. The detailed analysis of localized defect modes in this structure was presented iii
reference 13. In Figure 1 we show the top view of a microfabricated defect cavity in IniGaAsP, (lesiguied for 155iru
emission. 17
(b)
z
x
Figure 1. (a) Top view of a microfabricated 2D hexagonal array of holes with a single central hole missing. The
inter-hole spacing is a=500nm and the radius of the holes is approximately l5Onm; (h) 2D slice through the middle
of the slab showing the y dipole mode electric field amplitude.
The defect modes are a set of doubly degenerate dipole modes, which we term the x-dipole and y-dupole niode.lc
We consider the y-dipole shown in Figure 1 mode to be the fundamental mode. The normalized frequency of the
5
(a)
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6fundamental mode is f- = 0.32 and its quality factor is Qo 129. If we assume that in reality Ao = 1.55im, this
corresponds to d = 198nm, a = 495mm, r = 165nm. The bandgap of the infinite 2D photonic crystal of this thickness
extends from = 0.29 to = 0.38.
The active layer (QW) is centered in the middle of the dielectric membrane. We assume that the QW couples most
strongly to TE modes, so we only analyze dipoles with the polarization in the plane of the QW. Dipoles appear
uniformly throughout the area of the defect. The lifetime of dipoles is assumed to be Td = 0.lps. In order to account
for the inhomogeneous broadening, we approximate the emission spectrum from the QW by a Lorentzian, centered
at ) and with FWHM denoted by zA . Using the averaging technique described in section 2, we calculate the
value of the /3 factor for different values of the inhomogeneous broadening and the central frequency of the spectrum
matched to the frequency of the fundamental mode. The results are given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. 3 factor calculation for the y-dipole mode of the microcavity based on 2D PBG in an optically thin
dielectric slab; parameters of the cavity are described in text. On x axis we plot the FWHM of the emission
spectrum. It is assumed that the emission is centered around Ao = 1.55pm.
We calculated the total energy radiated by a single electric dipole positioned in the center of the defect and
oriented in the x or y direction for a range of dipole wavelengths The dipole lifetime was assumed to be O.lps.
The result is shown in Figure 3. It can be observed that the total energies radiated by x and y oriented electric
dipoles are approximately the same. This is explained by the fact that the fundamental mode is a set of doubly
degenerate dipole modes and the x oriented electric dipole strongly couples to y-dipole mode, while the y oriented
electric dipole strongly couples to x-dipole mode. As expected, the total radiated energies reach their maximum
when dipole's wavelength coincides with the wavelength of the fundamental mode. When dipole's wavelength is
offset from the wavelength of the fundamental mode in either direction, the total radiated energy drops, because we
move within the bandgap and there is no other mode that the electric dipole can transfer its energy to. The drop in
the total energy is gradual, due to the fact that the dipole emission spectrum is 25nm wide and at small distances
from Ao tails of the emission spectrum still couple to the fundamental mode. Within the bandgap and off ) we
would have the inhibited spontaneous emission. A very interesting observation is that the total energy radiated by a
dipole starts to increase slowly for a/Ar > 0.35. This is due to coupling of dipole emission to conduction band modes
(bottom of the conduction band is at a/Ar 0.38). One would expect the similar increase in the total radiated
energy at lower frequencies, due to the coupling of dipoles to the valence band modes (valence band top is positioned
at a/Ar 0.29) . However, such increase is not observed in our calculations. This is explained by the fact that
valence (dielectric) band modes have their electric field energy concentrated in the high dielectric constant regions
in the unperturbed photonic crystal. On the other hand, we position the electric dipole in the center of the defect,
which corresponds to the air (hole) region in the unperturbed photonic crystal. This means that the electric field
intensity of the valence band modes is small at electric dipole position and their coupling is weak. Therefore, there
is no increase in the energy radiated by an electric dipole positioned in the center of a defect, due to the coupling to
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valence band modes. This also explains the high 3 values achievable for large FWHM of the emission spectrum, as
shown in Figure 2, when the pumping area is small and limited to the defect. Therefore, in order to obtain a large
$ value in this type of the microcavity for large FWHM of the emission spectrum, it is desirable to have a defect
mode frequency closer to the valence band top than to the conduction band bottom and to pump only the defect
area. Unfortunately, the later is very difficult to achieve in practice.
Figure 3. Total energy (in arbitrary units) radiated by a single electric dipole oriented in the x or y direction and
positioned in the center of the defect. The microcavity is based on a 2D PBG in an optically thin dielectric slab. On
the bottom x axis we show the ratio of the wavelength of the fundamental mode )toand the dipole's wavelength A.
On the top x axis we represent the ratio of the interhole spacing a and the dipole's wavelength
4. $ FACTOR OF THE MICROCAVITY WITH GEOMETRY FOR SPLITTING OF THE
DIPOLE MODE DEGENERACY
The $ factor can be almost doubled using the degeneracy splitting of the dipole modes. Degeneracy splitting can be
accomplished by lowering the defect symmetry relative to that of the hexagonal lattice (as an example, by increasing
the radius of the two nearest neighbor holes along the x-axis) •13 In the previously analyzed PBG membrane we
increase the radii of the two nearest neighbor holes to O.5a and move them O.2a simultaneously toward the center
defect in order to maintain the rib size in the x direction. We analyze the $ factor of the y-dipole mode (shown
in Figure 4), whose parameters are Q = 188 and f = 0.34. The applied discretization was 15 units per interhole
spacing a. Numbers on x and y axes of the field plots denote discretization units. In this microcavity, the x-dipole
mode is pushed completely outside the band-gap, as can be seen from the field spectrum shown in Figure 5.
Using the method described in previous sections, we calculate the $ factor for this microcavity when only homo-
geneous broadening is taken into account. The homogeneous broadening is 25nm, corresponding to dipole's lifetime
of O.lps at )to = 1.55pm. The emitting region is again assumed to be a single TE QW, positioned in the middle of
the membrane. In order to decrease the amount of computation, we average $ only over a single x and y oriented
dipole positioned in the center of the defect. This approximation is good enough if the pumping area is small and
limited to the defect. We test a range of dipole wavelengths ). The result is shown in Figure 6. When dipole
wavelength matches the wavelength of the fundamental mode and the FWHM of the emission spectrum is equal to
7
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825nm, /3 factor as high as 85% can be achieved.
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Figure 4. Cavity geometry for splitting of the dipole mode degeneracy and 2D slice through the middle of the
slab showing the y dipole mode: (a) x component of the electric field; (b) y component of the electric field; (c)
component of the magnetic field; (d) amplitude of the electric field (dark areas denote the high intensity regions at
the amplitude plot ). Field components E2, B and B are negligible (TE mode).
Once again, we calculated the total energy radiated by a single electric dipole positioned in the center of the
defect and oriented in the x or y direction for a range of dipole wavelengths )o,. The dipole lifetime was assumed to
be The result is shown in Figure 7. The total energy radiated by the y oriented electric dipole is negligible
within the bandgap. This can be explained by the fact that the y oriented electric dipole couples strongly to the
x-dipole mode, which is pushed out of the bandgap with this cavity geometry- On the other hand, the total energy
—i —08 -06 —04 —02 0 0.2 04 06 08
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radiated by the x oriented electric dipole is still very strong within the bandgap, since it couples to the y-dipole mode
which is located in the bandgap. A rise in the total radiated energy for both dipole orientations is still observed at
high frequencies and the explanation from the previous section still holds.
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Figure 5. Field spectrum for the microcavity designed for degeneracy splitting of the dipole mode. The radii of
the two nearest neighbor holes are increased from O.3a to O.5a and they are moved O.2a towards the center. The
shown peak corresponds to the y-dipole mode, while the x-dipole mode is completely pushed out of the bandgap.
The bandgap extends from a/A = 0.29 to a/A = 0.38.
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Figure 6. 3 factor dependence on the wavelength of the dipole excitation ) for the microcavity designed for
degeneracy spliting of the dipole mode. Only the homogeneous broadening is taken into account.
In all previous calculations, it was assumed that the active region is a single quantum well positioned in the center
of the membrane. We wanted to test the influence of the QW offset from the middle of the membrane to the $factor.
We analyzed 3 of the same structure at = Ao , but for QW positioned /.zabove the middle of the membrane. The
result is shown in Figure 8. The drop in 3 due to the QW offset is small. This is due to the fact that the electric
field intensity of the y-dipole mode doesn't change very strongly along z direction within a membrane.'3
9
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Figure 7. Total energy (in arbitrary units) radiated by a single electric dipole oriented in the x or y direction and
positioned in the center of the defect. The microcavity geometry is designed for degeneracy splitting of the dipole
mode and parameters are given in text. On the bottom x axis we show the ratio of the fundamental mode wavelength
A0 and the dipole wavelength A. On the top x axis we represent the ratio of the interhole spacing a and the dipole's
wavelength A,,,.
8 r
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z mm]
70
Figure 8. 3 factor dependence on the position of the quantum well. The microcavity geometry is designed for
degeneracy splitting of the dipole mode and parameters are given in text. On the x axis we show the vertical distance
of the quantum well from the middle of the membrane. Dipole wavelength is matched to the mode wavelength and
only the homogeneous broadening is taken into account.
5. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new method for the calculation of the spontaneous emission coupling factor using the finite-difference
time domain method. We calculated /3 of the microcavity based on the 2D PBG structure. We investigated the max-
imum j3 value that could be obtained using this geometry and analyzed its dependence on the position of quantum
well and the size of the pumping region.
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